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We can’t tell you how many enquiries we get that 
go a little something like this:

“We need an embroidery machine to help 
facilitate our orders, what should we get? 
Which machine and price point is right for 
us?”

By no means is this type of enquiry any less 
important to us than someone who wants to buy 
immediately. 

These types of questions are great because they 
show that the business owner has the foresight 
to do some research and make a more informed 
decision on their investments. Rather than 
jumping to conclusions and picking the cheapest 
option or the one that they think is correct. 

The latter usually results in over or under 
spending. Which creates wastage and eventually 
downtime when that business has to come back 
to us and reassess their machinery requirements. 

It also doesn’t make us look good as embroidery 
experts. It’d mean that we didn’t educate the 
customer before making a purchase. Trust us, this 
isn’t the case, but sometimes businesses want 
to make a decision now and aren’t interested in 
discussing other options. 

As you’ve decided to read this guide, however, 
we’re hoping you’re one of the former.

So, read on to see advice and guidance from 
our resident embroidery machine experts 
on all the frequently asked questions we get 
about HappyJapan embroidery machines from 
Midwest. Along with some of the machines we 
would recommend, depending on the most 
common business requirements we see from real 
customers!
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Machine 
Types

SO,  W H A T  I S  T H E  B E S T  WA Y  TO  D I F F E R E N T I A T E 

B E T W E E N  E M B R O I D E RY  M A C H I N E S ?  

 

W E ’ R E  G L A D  YO U  A SK E D. 

http://www.midwestworld.com
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Single-Head 
Machines

The most common (and industry standard 
way) is by number of stitch heads. Generally, 
if your machine has only 1 stitch head (no 
matter how large or efficient it is), we call 
these types of machines ‘Single-Head’. 

Single-head machines tend to default as 
starter machines for businesses that have a 
limited line of products or don’t gather huge 
amounts of client orders at a break-neck 
pace. That isn’t to say they aren’t incredibly 
useful pieces of kit - it really depends on your 
individual requirements. We’ve worked with 
big, national businesses like Dreams and 
Wimbledon Tennis using single-head models 
for projects that are more intricate and 
complex, rather than uniform and enmasse.

So, to summarise, single-head machines are 
best suited for:

• More intricate, complex production lines.
• Startup embroiderers that produce in 

batches.
• Businesses that have a smaller 

production space.

For more information regarding single-head 
embroidery machines, click here for a brand 
comparison between the best HappyJapan 
has to offer versus Tajima’s competitor 
model!

http://www.midwestworld.com
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
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Technical Specifications:

• Colour LCD touch screen control panel.
• Single head 15 colours.
• Maximum speed 1,500 SPM.
• Tubular Embroidery Area: 400x600mm 

/ 400 x 1200mm.
• Low-profile cap frame (option): 

67x180mm.
• Wide cap frame (option) : 67x290mm.
• Free PC connection software.
• LAN and USB network port.
• USB memory stick port.
• Built-in 100 small designs.
• Easy threading.
• Take up-lever safety guard.
• Automatic thread trimmer.
• Automatic colour change.
• Automatic thread break detection.
• Built-in bobbin thread winder.
• Short stitch sweep function.
• Customisable icons’ locations.

Our Machine Recommendation 
The HCU Series

This single-head embroidery machine is the 
most technologically advanced in the industry. 
It’s the most recent machine from HappyJapan, 
and it’s something of a talking point within the 
sector right now, as it represents a sizable leap 
forward in what a single-head machine can do. 
Plus it won’t break the bank, so an investment 
into one of these, whether it’s a first time 
purchase or a replacement for an older model, 
isn’t a risky proposition, even for smaller 
businesses.

FREE VIDEO DEMO

HAPPY JAPAN  
HCU-1501

http://www.midwestworld.com
https://resources.midwestworld.com/hcu-1501-series-demo-preview
https://resources.midwestworld.com/hcu-1501-series-demo-preview
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Multi-Head 
Machines

Conversely, if an embroidery machine has more 
than 1 stitch head - and these can be from 2 
all the way to 12 or 16 - we call these machines 
‘Multi-Head’. This range of machines is designed 
for businesses that want to increase the volume 
of products on the production line, or need to 
significantly enhance efficiency. 

A multi-head machine is a sizable investment, 
but also an instant upgrade for a business. If 
you’re looking to start quoting for those bigger 
production jobs from more demanding clients, 
then you need to choose a machine that can 
match increased customer demand.

Think of it this way; having 2 stitch heads working 
at the same time on uniform products cuts your 
lead times in half. Giving you the capacity to add 
double the product to your manufacturing system.

For example, if you have a large bulk load order 
for products that need designs embroidered 
for branding, and you have a short lead time to 

complete the order; with a multi-head machine 
you’re able to easily meet pressured deadlines 
from your customers. 

You’ll gain larger future orders with clients as it’ll 
prove you can achieve higher volume work at a 
higher quality. Thus, increasing your revenue and 
decreasing the staff costs you’ll need to run the 
machine.

Of course, with these upgrades comes a price 
point, which is generally higher than your standard 
single-head machine, so tread lightly if you’re a 
newer embroiderer. 

No need to worry though; Midwest are always here 
to help if you need advice on when to upgrade. (In 
fact, we have a section on it later in this guide!)

For much more information regarding multi-head 
embroidery machines, click here for our guide 
on the most important features you need to be 
looking for in your choice of model. 

http://www.midwestworld.com
https://www.midwestworld.com/important-features-of-a-multi-needle-embroidery-machine/
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Technical Specifications:

• 10.4 inch Colour LCD Touch Screen 
Control Panel.

• Multi head 15 colours.
• Maximum speed 1,000 SPM.
• Maximum Flat Embroidery size 450 x 

500mm (360mm).
• Tubular Embroidery Area : 420 x 

440mm.
• Low-profile cap frame (option) : 70 x 

180 mm.
• Wide cap frame (option) : 80 x 360 mm.
• Free PC connection software.
• Machine memory 40,000,000 

Stitches, up to 250 design can be saved.
• USB and LAN network port.
• Automatic thread trimmer.
• Automatic colour change.
• Automatic thread break detection.
• Built-in bobbin thread winder (option).
• Short stitch sweep function.

Our Machine Recommendation 
The HCR3-1508E

This 8-headed beast is the cream of the crop for standard multi-head embroidery machines. It has 
power, efficiency and adaptability in its corner, plus it’s completely wireless. It represents the peak of 
HappyJapan’s multi-head range. Of course, the model also comes with versions all the way down to 2 
heads, so it’s versatile and can accommodate a multitude of budgets.

The HCR3-1508 is built for established businesses that are ready to expand their production capabilities. 
It’s an ideal step up for a business using single-head machines, and with it’s 10.4 inch LCD touchscreen 
and machine memory of up to 40,000,000 stitches, it has the technology to future proof your 
production line for years to come. 

http://www.midwestworld.com
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Wide-Area 
Machines

Wide-area embroidery machines are a more 
niche range than your standard single or multi-
head machines. They’re designed specifically to 
accommodate unique and complex production 
lines that have garments requiring a much larger 
embroidery area. Think of ponchos, duvets, 
banners, rugs or throws. Every design on one of 
these types of products is embroidered with a 
wide-area model. 

Basically, a standard single or multi-head 
machine becomes a wide-area version when 
it’s specifically designed around a larger than 
normal embroidery area. The embroidery area 
will usually stretch from one side of the stitch 
heads to the other, giving the machine freedom 
to move the embroidered product around during 
the job and accommodate larger designs with 
sometimes multiple millions of stitches.

Why do you need one? Well, if your business 
wants to work on products with larger surface 
areas and expand your range to include items 
like the ones mentioned above (rugs, throws, 
duvets, etc), you need a wide-area embroidery 
machine as part of your production line. No other 
models can achieve the amount of adaptability 
and intricacy required to design on these more 
complex garments.

A wide-area machine (at least the HappyJapan 
ones) generally comes with 1 or 2 heads. This is 
one of the main factors that changes the price 
model to model. The machine will also come with 
a removable work table to aid in embroidery, 
which is easily removable, if your jobs require a 
fresh couple of stitch heads for a more simple 
project.

http://www.midwestworld.com
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Technical Specifications:

• 10.4 inch Colour LCD Touch Screen 
Control Panel.

• Multi head 15 colours.
• Maximum speed 1,200 SPM.
• Maximum Flat Embroidery size 450 x 

500mm.
• Tubular Embroidery Area : 420 x 

440mm.
• Low-profile cap frame (option) : 70 x 180 

mm.
• Wide cap frame (option) : 80 x 360 mm.
• Free PC connection software.
• Machine memory 40,000,000 Stitches, 

up to 250 design can be saved.
• USB and LAN network port.
• Automatic thread trimmer.
• Automatic colour change.
• Automatic thread break detection.
• Built-in bobbin thread winder (option).
• Short stitch sweep function.

Our Machine Recommendation 
The HCR3-1502X

One of the best examples of a wide area machine HappyJapan has to offer. It has 2 stitch heads, but the 
full range of HCR3 models can go all the way to 12 if required. It has a maximum speed of 1,200 SPM 
and a maximum flat embroidery size of 450 x 500mm, so it can easily deal with a variety of larger space 
projects if necessary.

The HCR3 is great for large format embroidery, which is ideal for businesses that require more complex 
or bespoke designs. Because of this, these machines work especially well in the fashion industry; where 
every product is made to a specification. 

http://www.midwestworld.com
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An Option For Enterprise Embroiderers 
The HFR-W1502-120 Series

This one is a mammoth and represents the 
pinnacle of wide area machines in the industry. 
However, it’s a biggie and with that comes a 
significant investment in machinery for your 
business. This is why we reserve recommending 
this machine for enterprise businesses looking to 
exponentially increase their capacity and range of 
garments they can design onto. 

If you’re one of those enterprise businesses 
and want to see more on this amazing piece of 
tech, we have a much more detailed and closer 

look at the HFR-W1502-120 series available 
here!

http://www.midwestworld.com
https://www.midwestworld.com/hfr-w1502-120-closer-look/
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Upgrading  
Your Machine

SO, YOU’VE HAD A GLIMPSE INTO OUR 
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR EACH LEVEL 

OF MACHINE. WE’RE SURE YOU’RE NOW 
WONDERING, “SO WHEN SHOULD I UPGRADE?”  

 
LET’S TAKE YOU THROUGH A FEW QUESTIONS 
YOU SHOULD BE ASKING YOURSELF BEFORE 

YOU CONSIDER A NEW INVESTMENT.

http://www.midwestworld.com
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QUESTION 1 
Am I Scalling My Business?

QUESTION 2
Is My Production Line  

Efficient Enough?

Ask yourself: What am I looking to achieve with 
my business? Are we entering into a period of 
growth? You can accurately predict that growth by 
forecasting products or client demands. If so, then 
that’s the time to think about what machines you 
currently have. Do they have enough capacity to 
anticipate your increase in output? 

Of course, it’s not just a question of capacity. 
Otherwise everyone would have exactly the right 
amount of machinery for every type of project. 
You have to consider the implications of investing 

in new machines. For the most part, these models 
aren’t small pieces of kit. They will take up room in 
your warehousing facility, so you have to take into 
account your available space.

It’s also key to remember that every machine is 
a long term investment. You’ll only see return on 
that if the machine gets constant use in projects 
from clients. So make sure you can accurately 
predict the ebbs and flows of project turnaround 
time so your new machine will increase efficiency, 
not sit there collecting dust.

Another key question is one of process. Are your 
machines getting old? Then most likely the 
amount of maintenance they need has increased. 
This will cause issues throughout your whole 
business. More and more repairs cost money, 
so budgets get squeezed. Not to mention the 
downtime in operations it requires to take care 
of. We can’t name one business that thinks more 
downtime is acceptable. 

Not only that, older machines just simply don’t 
have the same level of technology built in. The 
tech that has been incorporated into the newer 
generations of embroidery machines is designed 
specifically to help with efficiency. Things like 
touchscreens, wireless connections and Windows 
operating systems all help with accessibility and 
ease of use - making your production line move 
quicker and at a more cost effective pace.

http://www.midwestworld.com
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QUESTION 3 
Am I Using an Inferior Brand 

of Embroidery Machine?

At Midwest, we’ve PROVEN that HappyJapan machines are superior to comparative models from 
Tajima. We have done a full blog series on the matter. Please check these out before buying Tajima!

Single-Head Industrial Embroidery Machines:  
Happy Japan vs Tajima

Wide-Area Industrial Embroidery Machines:  
Happy Japan vs Tajima

These blogs will demonstrate all you need to know about which of the  
leading brands to choose for your embroidery machine requirements. 

Single-Head Industrial Embroidery Machines:  
Happy Japan vs Tajima

Wide-Area Industrial Embroidery Machines:  
Happy Japan vs Tajima

http://www.midwestworld.com
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/wide-area-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/wide-area-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/wide-area-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
https://www.midwestworld.com/single-head-industrial-embroidery-machines-happy-japan-vs-tajima/
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Thank You for
Downloading Our

Guide
We hope that it’s helped you make a decision on which 

HappyJapan machine to specify for your business. We also 
hope it’s given you an insight into when the right time to 

upgrade your current machines is!

As we’ve said, your manufacturing machines are your business’ most 

valuable commodity, no matter what life cycle stage your business is at. 

So, you need to make sure that you choose the right ones for you.

We understand this is a big decision, so you may have some questions  

that you need answering that don’t appear in this guide.

Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered. If you would like to speak  

to one of our experts, get in touch here:

CONTACT US

http://www.midwestworld.com
https://www.midwestworld.com/contact-us/
https://www.midwestworld.com/contact-us/

